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launch a row-boat in. The squeezing, too, had locked the plane
tightly in the grip of the ice. But Amundsen would not let us do
anything to free her that day. At the N 24 we had been snatching
food and rest as we could and paying little attention to day and
night, but Amundsen was already enforcing an orderly routine in
his camp—fixed hours for meals, for work and sleep, and for smok-
ing and talking. He knew there was no quicker way to break men
down under strain than to allow them to live haphazardly. An
ordered existence, moreover, engendered confidence. This calm and
unhurried way of doing things seemed to symbolise the ability of
intelligence to overcome the inimical forces of nature.
By the time we had stowed the supplies we had brought and
Dietrichson and Omdal had recovered, it was late afternoon. We
elected Omdal our cook, inasmuch as he now had no engines to
attend to, and celebrated our reunion by having hot pemmican
broth that evening. Usually we made pemmican soup only at noon
and drank hot chocolate mornings and evenings. When we con-
fessed to Amundsen that we had not been sleeping, he ordered us
all to bed as soon as we had eaten. That night we disposed our-
selves as best we could in the tent and aboard the tilted aeroplane
and awoke in the morning much refreshed.
The next day we devoted entirely to moving the AT 25 to a place
of safety. The ice that half supported her was a tongue jutting out
from a field or old cake several acres in extent lying beyond the
miniature berg, which had frozen into it. To be able to slide the
ship up on to this cake, we did as we had done at the N 24—hacked
out a ramp. Our tools were pitiful—the ice-anchor, one two-pound
pocket safety-axe, and three wooden shovels. We even took our
sheath-knives and lashed them to the ends of ski-poles to make ice-
picks. Yet with these implements Amundsen estimated later that
we removed three hundred tons of solid ice during the twenty-five
days of our imprisonment together.
It took us all day to make the ramp, clear a level run-way on the
ice-cake, and chop and shake theN 25 loose from the ice that
gripped her. Then, as Feucht opened both engines out wide, the
rest of us pushed and pulled, and the aeroplane slid up on top, out
of immediate danger from the screwing pack-ice.
This was May 27. That night we began to occupy the plane

